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Exiled kingdoms guide for beginners 2 people free

With Grissenda as your Companion, it should be an easy fight. Captain Whitewater will give you the next step in A Mysterious Letter but you have things to do in Lannegar Valley. Talk to Sheryl in the middle of the Colony to start Hunting Bugs!. Once both you and griss have a plate or chain vest AND legs, you should prioritize the helm and boots, do
not get gloves. So lets start with the 1-Hand build: TRAITS: STR 2 END 4 PER 3 Yep this does very little dmg. I get that it's not always easy to determine what is and is not a hack and what is and what is not an intended feature. •Disintegrate-No more skill points (For a mage i grinded for the visions in the temple to get the skill point, i dont think i got
it yet) Now i left the best for last. 8. One more thing why just 3 AWE when it gives you ranged dmg? For skills, put 1 point into Heal, and 1 point into Crusader. Speak to the altar priest to start the quest Shaking Bones. you should probably find a flame ring in kleyou tomb, that and the trait ring make this easierLvl 7:New Garand again againWelcome
to the house: you need this quest forSmugglers in the night: (if rogue, buy lightning dirkhere) you need this quest forLost in a good book: easy tolassian tomeForgotten lore 3/3: use your last scroll of detection to make this quest easier. You can do something like me, find YOUR OWN place to grind, i discovered that the Orc Lair in Kingsbridge is the
top 3 places to grind for all characters especially for mage. The companion for the S&S Warrior can be either Archer Adaon or Hirge, more on them later. MAGE-Is the class for you if you want to attack from afar and cast flashy skills. you need a full recovery to walk through the fire, you either walk it twice or recall out. Sitdown has that "brand new
fresh" feeling we all had back in the day. The summoner can be used with a few elemental skills but i didnt use it so you wont find that here. Rogue: •For an archer there is a very powerful bow located in the tower in Crimson Hills, inside it you will find the bow. If you'd like to write a guide, I encourage you to think about what isn't already in the Wiki.
•Shield Expert-MAX •Cleave-MAX •Heavyhand-MAX •Fury-II And the last 2-Handed build: STR 5 END 4 AGI 1 (for equipment bonuses) •2-Handed Expert-MAX •Cleave-II •Body Development-MAX •Heavyhand-MAX Next is Adaon the Rogue, he can be build 2 different ways, melee or archer. (AREA RESET) Simply get out of the map that you wanna
farm or reset drops from mobs and load area save and go back. on your last run, use a scroll of detection and a scroll of recall to loot and leave the boss room to get key items like the cold sword, the fire wand, the big death ring, these are the best available to you right nowWhitetowerrecalling from the deep cauldron gets you here, but if you didnt
need a shield in the first place, Lost in a good book provides a simple travel path up here although its safer to approach he town from the south, on your way you can pick up merple fo and easy jobMages will need merple forProbably the best potion in the world: to get brewingandSwine trouble: for a good ringLvl 9:Fort Assault: just great rewardsLvl
10+Master's laboratory: you might have 3 small diamonds, pelts are easy and pearls can be found with AGI 4 in nekhar valley duringHonor amongst thieves: for the ruby keyyou can also get pearls from the frog people in Steel Coast (rogues will want Stiletto from imperial fortress) and while gaining entry top the lab, try to get living ice from the
frozen depths so you can doImportant research: 2/4 icemist entrySpend a couple more detection scrolls to get the azagul tome, you can get the jabal grotto tome easily with INT 3, no bosses required, as a mage you want the final boss tiara, as a mage or cleric, you want the second boss necklaceYour next objectives are more long termirazur and
gurguth tomes are tough but you need gurguth cave forOutstanding apprentice: Icemist 3/4Thick skin: endgame toxic head or handsas well as heroic helm for warriors or griss. You should have like 3 points to spare at lvl 22, with this either get recovery or spirit resistance. the trap corridor is tough so maybe use a scroll of detection, the necklace is
guarded by a lvl 10 tolassian champion so its easiest to loot and leave with a scroll of recallturning the scales: if you or griss uses a shield, do this quest without hesitation. Talking to the old alchemist starts the quest Gather Ingredients. Found around Trader Pink in New Garand after releasing him from a cage during the main questline. Buy
equipment. Spoiler: Example 2: Starting game Naming a character: You can have a random name generated for you, or you can type in your own name. Spoiler: Example 3: Starting Skills / Traits You start the game with 4 trait points. So when he is dying, rest or go to the inn. But if it starts to feel like work, feel okay to stop. IV. There's just too many
ways to play the game, too many variable in class builds, etc. My notes for my own test on this idea include a statement about getting a Vault when you get 1,000 gold rather than spending it on equipment. That's the main reason such a guide doesn't exist. •AWE 1 i mean you just get +2 on this from a quest Lady of the night so no need for more.
SKILLS: •Heal Wounds-MAX around 100 hp get it at II. (XP AND GOLD) This has been a topic for a long time and still is, what is the best place to grind for xp and gold? •Sprint&Trap Master-Optional but in the ARK Its a must since you wont have someone to tank for you. From here, you can go anywhere. This guy sells platemail so if you’re a warrior
or you intend to keep using griss, it’s very important. SKILLS: •Shield Expert-MAX •Resilience-II •Body Development-MAX •Infantry Training-MAX Now the AGI build: STR 4 AGI 4 The rest is just END. It's the most efficient attack boost in the game. Do the research on your grandfather and get explorer's gauntlets (W/R equip them on yourself or
either companion) as well as a couple scrolls of recall and at least four more scrolls of detection. So prepare to make some losses. SKILLS: •Stab-MAX immediately. You’ll get pants soon and you have the most amazing loot and leave option in the game, tiara of the mentalist from way up north. With mage thats impossible. Just to let the reader know if
the reason. But still rather keep them for doing major quests like SoH, Ark, Void Lord etc.. With Might and Crusader, it should be pretty easy. Where are new players getting stuck? 6. •Summoner-MAX needed for Iron Golem. •Massive Crits-MAX great skill get it after PStrikes. See example about starting traits. Ofc here comes something i said in the
beginning rogue is very expensive if you myb want the 1 skill point you get from a certain quest if you dont have enough floating trait point to put your INT to 4 and get away with 1 reset you will need to do it twice, once for getting INT 4 and once for getting back old stats, but do mind that INT 5 PER 5 and AWE 5 are needed if you want to get
certain endings so you can keep your traits but will suffer in dmg at that stage. Here is the melee build: AGI>Everything else Thats all you need to know lol just get the other traits for his skill requirements. Combine this with Intervention III and you are Immortal, this is the key feature that makes the Immortal Cleric Build. Some of the hacks that are
frowned-upon are still parts of historic threads. How constraining are your instructions? •Staff Mastery-MAX the name says it. Somewhere around here you'll reach Level 3. The Holy cleric is going to be good at killing undead and staying alive. •Body Development-MAX last just a more useful skill than SAttack. Read the Wiki on traits for more
information. The gender of your character doesn't impact any aspects of the game such as traits, skills or quest options. Those are two useful things in a world trying to kill you. Now it gets tricky cuz I've seen players go AGI 6 and flurry but i have never done it so i cant talk about it but if you feel confident go ahead. The Wyvern Mountains are
definitely top 3 too, being able to keep it small and only kill the dragons and just area reset to grind for emeralds or just going full map clear (including the hobogoblin lair is your choice i do it cuz gold which grants alot of xp and white wolf pelts to sell, i normally did this around lv 14-16 before discovering the Orc Lair in Kingsbridge. Early game,
shields are more useful than 2-H weapon simply due to the limited option for clerics. What can you say that will help new players? Holy Clerics are a less selected builds. TRAITS: INTEND>AGI (keep END at 4 or 5 later and AGI at 3 no need for more since you get lots of trait giving items) as for INT PER and AWE you only need these for conversation
choices (they are still very important). Spoiler: Example 4: Getting to Town You first gain control of your character at the map A Forest Road, which serves as the game's tutorial. Just started a test Cleric for the above idea. You probably noticed but when i play a specific build i want it to be pure its more fun for me and i think its better. A lot of people
still think you need stab and assassinate evan with archer to make it "decent" no, no you dont in my opinion the best way to build it is pure archer so with that being said lets go on •Evasion-MAX i cant evan describe how useful this is max is second and dont hesitate. Follow the road, it's the only path. •Precision Strikes&Massive Crits-MAX the best
combo. this quest gets you the first trait gear you'll encounter, very importantSpicing things up: Before leaving sydarun, buy a scroll of detection. Speak to Captain Teara in the center of town. These levels dont always match where you'll be but its a general guideline based on enemies in Hard difficulty. Same works for Hirge, thats how i killed The
Lord of the Pit first time on my mage. this one is the hardest to do and all three robes are a bit more of a pain to get than lionskin curiass isNew garandThis area will include quests in longer dungeons, this is why we collected red orchids, if you buy full price healpots for a dungeon run, you’re not gonna have the means to splurge at armorer floyd’s.
Companions revive when they die, and the people you hire in towns are called Mercenaries and they dont respawn. (RESISTANCES) Basically similar to spirt but they lower the dmg against their form of dmg. Blues are easier to find and if you wanna save a shiny penny by making heal pots, reds will be your limiting reagent. Now you have more than
70 gold and still be lvl 1. S&S Warrior-do you want to be a tanky son of a bitch?Then this is the build for you. Skills: •2-Handed Expert-MAX nothing to say here just a must have. its still hard, try to split the lvl 7 boss and lvl 8 wraith. As you can see here STR is the least important one but still needed to maximize skills like Body Development. When
you’re back upstairs in the manor, loot the chainmail vest by the body of steinz, give both pieces to griss or wear them yourself if you canSpicing things up: pick up this quest before you leaveLvl 6SydarunSpiders' sack: you can collect these on the way to sydarun, get money, not glovesSand Vermin: this is a tough one, the final challenge is two lvl 7
fire mirmeks and a lvl 5 mirmek all at once, twice over. This is probably the most money you’ve seen so far, if you get a lucky travelling armorer, this could be keyA warrior’s honor: Loot and leave. But for the early game, spreading those points around will give some much needed rounded benefits plus laydown a foundation for the first few level-ups.
I've played the game numerous times now, and I find this class to be the most enjoyable, most unstoppable and really recommend it. For the malee: •Stilleto can be obtained with the combination of Evasion and an Epic Death ward and a speed potion quite early on, it is located in the Imperial Fortress. So lets start with the Archer Rogue focuses on
using bows and dealing with enemies from afar. There's no achievement for writing a guide. •Battle Rage-MAX- this badboy here is my favorite warrior skill it makes you literally unstoppable and gives you time to deal as much dmg as you want, a must have. •STR/END 5 too important to miss. The best companion for Assasin Rogue is Grissenda, but
Hirge is still viable ofc. Delivery him safely to the colony to earn your reward. At one week of in-game time, 18 quests completed, 2 ready to be completed, Level 6, Companion Griss, Level 5, and pretty much just walking over enemies. When the poison actives run straight to the room with the mummy, once it releases its own poison move out of it and
then kill it. But given your low level, and limited equipment, the nearest town is your best option. Gonna take time to explain this AS BEST AS I CAN. I suggest you think about your target audience. SKILLS: Archery-MAX must have for archers. •Also in the Crimson Hills there is tower protected by Golems, containing the Staff of Thunder. its still hard
so make one trip out of this and a second trip to doDark matters: also collect the tolassian tome, watch out for spike traps on either end of the final bridge INT3 for small diamondMessage in a bottle: your next small diamondthe lost coven: pick this up, can't do it yet but it might get you your third diamond to make bag of holding, you dont actually
need the quest, sparklings will drop diamonds but they are a tough fight, wait a few levelsLvl 8:Restoring the faith: use adaon or awa2 to get past the trap, or just fight the zombie. now you can head to freetownSafe passage: on your way from NG to freetown, stop at sydarun again, lead Liserpix to the guard post and avoid the bandits by taking the
detour through the hills, be careful of the varannari hunter camp near the east border of the hills extort money with int 2FreetownSince you can get in the golden hand, it goes without saying that youll make a trip here every time you wanna sell dungeon loot. A Mysterious Letter is your only active quest. •In the Whitetower Valley there is a skeleton
holding the Crown of Mentalism, if you can handle the storm and the yetis this can be obtained at around 7-8. Spoiler: Example 1: Introduction This is Test Cleric's guide to the Holy Cleric, which is a cleric class that joins The Three as a guild. Save your Trait points, but spend your skill points on raising Crusader to Level 2. After waking up robbed by
Adaon, you're left with an Iron Dagger and 18 gold. •INT 4 start pumping up int when you need to farm long runs. You start the game with 1 skill point to assign to your 8 starting skills. Fast power spikes for Warrior are: •Lighting Greatsword, located in Eastern Inori and dropped by the Varannari warrior, for this to drop you need to side with the
Freetown slave owners, can easily be done at lvl 5-6. Head straight to the ring and leave. It's just your personal opinion based on your own experience and preference. The gold is the right amount to stay at an inn. (Also a tip, lesser summon NEEDS to be used against enemies with shock dmg •Arcanist-MAX this skill makes your life easier. Basically
having 50 spirit rest halves the time of stuns by 50% and at above 100 starts to halve paralysis. Since it was my first time doing something like this ofc i didnt expect it to be perfect and im glad that a moderator is obviously an older and mature person than me (17 btw). I mean, heck, one of the things we do to help players debug a seemingly
problematic playthrough is to "sleep" at an Inn. This includes escorts. Ask about any problems and you'll start the quest Coyote Hunt. When you get back at Lannegar delivery the goblin quest, but only this. Now the advanced skills: Iron Golem Summon-MAX this little guy right here is the reason of this builds success once he reaches max lvl prepere
for an easy stand and watch. •Body Development-MAX needed for Ark, sewers not so much. But see you need to think about late game, (this goes for every class) you cant just leave your STR at 3 for MCrits and put everything in AGI, its not worth it. Ask about next job to unlock The Lost Explorer. It also sets you up to pass some trait checks latter.
Might need to try this at lvl 3, but everything becomes easier w her around. Tips and Tricks: 1. The description of each difficulty level in stated in-game. •Duel-MAX Rest is up to you. Talking to the priest will unlock Flesh is Weak. The Zero Mana Trick, take your mana to 0 and test it yourself first swap your biggest mana item for a weaker one that
gives less mana then once your mana is 0 put back the better piece of equipment and boom! You have your mana back but what is this gonna do? Leave the town and kill 5 goblins. Why INT so low? Pass an AWA 1 check to catch him in his lie. Note, you can just run in and grab the ring and run out but you'll likely better off just killing the enemies.
With Might, it should be a really easy task. By this time you should have enough for legs which is your best option as you’re about to get free chainmail (still decent stats) gloves and vest. run past everything to get to the deep cauldron and you may need to make a couple of trips to get enough scales. Im sure i know everything important about the
class, in the title i said left the best for last yes i think the cleric is the best class, the most fun for me too. But still you need to decide if you want a skill focused or passive focused warrior. While any five goblins will do, aim to take out ones along the path to the mine as that will make your next quest a little easier. Might will make short work of the
goblins and lone wolf. If you use adaon and are a cleric, prioritize chainmail legs for yourself. •Lesser Summon-MAX since you need it for the lord and savior Iron Golem Summon. Each time you smash it, a wave of mirmeks pop out. Pass a PERS 1 trait to get information about the nature of her problem. New players to the game, new to RPG, age
range ? The mage can be played either a summoner or a elementalist, im only gonna talk about the summoner since i played it alot and i havent played a elemental mage yet. You will need 180 spirit res to immune stuns and halve paralysis witch is a life saver. For example Spoiler: Section 1 Classes This is where classes are talked about Spoiler:
Section 2 Companions This is where Companions are discussed Also, there are several notable errors, several game hacks (frowned upon in game rules), and as you state in the post, it's not a guide. 5. Decline a reward to get the most reputation and a potion of lessor shielding. Escort him one map to the west to Northen Bluemist River. @Sitdownkid ,
writing an "ultimate guide" for this game is a difficult task. If you find just ten during your days in kingsbridge, you’ll be well ahead. You're both right, VDX has over 3000 messages to his credit so really knows his stuff like an elite 0.00000000000000000001% player. Note, if you refuse to give her the ring, you forever loose the ability to recruit her as
a Companion and the ability to do her Companion quests. Also, there are plenty of quests I don't mention, its prolly because they dont give you significant rewardsLvl1LannegarGoblin hunt: Goblins make for some ok gold farming so go ahead and get to level 2 hereDeliver ingredients: 1/3Lvl 2The lost explorer: Remember to extort the gem, no trait
check neededThe seed of trust: Remember to extort money, no trait check needed. After this you will be a bit short on skill points but still if you decide to grind at around lvl 20+ you can get this due to tomes of lost wisdom from sewers and adaon quest. You don't need to clear out the entire dungeon, just the path to the lever. If you're eager for the
experience to write something like this, awesome. Use your 2 trait points to raise your Intellect to INT 2. SKILLS: •Shield Expert-MAX nice skill for all stages of the game, also needed for an advanced skill. This build focuses on tanking more then damage but you still need to invest in dmg. Early game not so helpful, but by mid-game that's enough to
cast heal a few times. •Precision Shots-MAX dont confuse it with •Precision Strikes lol happend to me once. My tip for any new players is: At the beginning of the game, when you are lvl 1, swipe the gnomes and their money, catch the orchids. •Body Development-MAX again makes you beefy. if you are a rogue, confront Bafrat with per1 and pray he
drops forest chain coif, then save money for forest legs & velites boots. Now you can get SAttack if you havent traind some resistances witch is okay, you can still reset (and forget) your skills remember. •Fury-MAX this is what makes you a beast if you can manage your health, but not just that this skill is also needed for an advanced skill that is a life
saver. Literally has all the info about any quest, location, where, when something spawns not to mention the item table etc.. Talk to him to learn about a lever. 3. Now comes a bit of an argument. This is my favorite class and also the class i played the most of. (SPIRIT) This resistance is rly important for certain enemies, lets take The Undermother for
example, im a bit rusty on this but and correct me if im wrong. I also suggest you briefly explain any major step. You can read more about Reputation on the Wiki. Companion for Archer Rogue is Hirge, more about her later. 4. So one can imagine doing a truly in-depth guide is going to be a sizeable manuscript. Im gonna talk about the second one
since i know it better. So maybe the thread tittle can be updated to better reflect the nature of the post. Happily agree to the lower price for the most reputation, argue to get more gold. Also getting STR 3 END 4 is way more important bcs of stats and skills. (CLERIC) This is what kept me alive against bosses that are too difficult at this stage of
progression to take on. Note: If you're following this guide, you won't have the AWA 1 to pass the check. Smash it a few times to destroy it. You don't need to worry about the options you didn't take, just the ones you make. That might give a more useful guide, a more personal experience and something the community could use. Minotaurs are tough
lvl 7s but Lionskin Curiass is keyif you are mage and you'd rather wear body armor with mana on it, goHead hunting: for Itharrak's robesAn easy job: do this aniwayor finally, you can clear the first section of Mausoleum, then loot and leave with caretaker tunic. He isn't a hater any criticism he gives is constructive. •Body Development-MAX for an
archer this is kinda a must at least when i played it. Hard and Ironman may be different. •Cleave-II or MAX. Bow respectfully to earn +1 Reputation. You have to assign them all. The blue orchids you can can collect spawn near the bigger blue flowers on scattered around the map. If you're following this guide closely, you should be read for your first
rest at an Inn. My quick notes for the first in-game week is just over 1,000 words. You should be able to make it through without using a Recovery, but if you do get low on life, use the Recovery Skill. Hmm now we get into Sneak Attack, most rogues use this but i dont.
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